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Abstract. Text or handwritten document writing recognition or understanding through characters
whether online or off-line play an important role in many applications, e.g. recognizing text on
bank cheques, editing old documents or translating online writing. The Arabic language characters
recognition in Arabic text (hand written and printed text) is a challenging job, which is addressed
by researchers in two different domains, i.e. online and off-line. The challenges are due to the
cursive nature of the Arabic language. The approaches designed and adopted to achieve the target of
Arabic characters recognition are also broadly classified into two, i.e. with segmentation and without
segmentation. Machines can easily classify the characters if they are properly presented to it. The
aim of this paper is to review critically state-of-the-art and to highlight the drawbacks in recent
Arabic character recognition (ACR) for realization of the needs for robust online or off-line character
recognition. This paper will properly enlighten the way for new researchers to improve or overcome
the problems faced by previous studies and in addition provide a brief summary of ACR databases.
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1. Introduction
Every language is composed or formed by characters which are used to form words and words
in turn form sentences. For the understanding of any language, whether the understanding is
related to human (natural) or machines (artificial) both need the understanding or recognition
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of the characters of that particular language. The process by which characters are recognized
according to the predefined character class through machine (computer) is called character
recognition. Due to the increase involvement of machines in daily life, it is also desired by the
human community that computers are able to read the text regardless that it is handwritten
(either written on a paper or on the screen of a computer) or in the form of printed document to
enable the user to communicate with it. A great amount of research has been carried out for
Chinese, Latin, and Arabic characters recognition during the last decades.

The Arabic language belongs to the semantic language family and among one of the mostly
spoken languages in the world. Arabic letters recognition had not received enough care by
researchers until 1975 when Nazif develop a system to recognize the Arabic language [50].
Arabic or Arabian language is a universal language, and it is the official spoken language in
25 different countries, with population more than 300,000,000 [12, 34, 39]. In addition, many
Arabic characters not only used in the native Arabic language but also in another languages
including Urdu, Farisi, Kardi, Jawi and Bahasa Melayu [61].

The Arabic language is semi-cursive because some of the basic characters are cursive while
some are non-cursive, i.e. the total basic characters are 28, out of which 22 are cursive while the
remaining 6 are non-cursive [51]. The demand for Arabic character segmentation, recognition
and classification increased in 1980 and up to date the work is going for more and more
improvement. In pattern recognition area, character recognition field is considered as one of
the major active fields. However, the development of Arabic character recognition has not been
focused from researchers as other languages, Chinese, Japanese and Latin recognition systems
[61]. Generally, languages recognition is considered one of the most challenging problems in
pattern recognition field [57].

There are many challenges faced by Arabic character recognition. As over and under
segmentation in case of handwritten documents because the shape of the characters varies from
writer to writer. The shape of letter has different form according to its position in the word
making connecting point’s variation in segmentation phase and more challengeable to recognize
in the classifier. The cursive nature of Arabic letters yielding many overlapping letters. Spaces
are existed that separate between words and strokes. These spaces are not uniform and varied
in sizes making ambiguities to distinguish between stroke ends or word end in segmentation
phase. Besides these, too many other challenges are faced by the ACR.

2. Arabic Characters Datasets
Many datasets encompassing images of samples of texts have been deployed for recognition
handwriting issues. Nevertheless, the researchers still ask for more of them to evaluate and
test their systems and making valuable comparison in their used techniques. The Technical
University Braunschweig develops the IFN/ENIT-database in Germany. Another, database
ENIT is prepared in Tunisia. The first version of this database contains 26,459 images of
the 937 names of cities and towns in Tunisia. The writers were 411. The database includes
115585 pieces of Arabic words (PAWs) and 212211 characters. The images are grouped into
four groups. Many researchers of Arabic handwritten text recognition have used this database.
A competition of Arabic handwritten text recognition was conducted using this database in
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2005, 2007 and 2009. However, the database contains only the names of cities and thus has
vocabulary limitations. Adnan and Amin developed another database consisting of 4800 isolated
Arabic handwritten characters by Amin [14].

Al-Ohali et al. [51] produced a database for Arabic handwritten cheques. Legal and courtesy
amounts were extracted from 3000 cheques of “Al-Rajhi Banking and Investment Corp” of
Saudi Arabia. The database contains 2499 legal amounts, 501 courtesy amounts written
in Indian/Arabic digits. The Arabic sub-words used are 29498 in legal amounts and 15175
Indian/Arabic digits. The extracted information was from previously collected checks and it is
the most natural database for Arabic bank cheques analysis and recognition. The mentioned
database is used for Arabic handwritten digit recognition but has limited vocabulary regarding
word recognition.

Mozaffari et al. [46] developed a database of handwritten Farsi/Arabic numbers and
characters called IFHCDB. The database contains grayscale images of 52380 characters and
17740 numerals. The images were scanned at 300 dpi from the Iranian high school and guidance
school entrance exam forms during 2004- 2006. This database lacks natural Arabic/Farsi
handwritten text. In addition, the distribution of different letters and characters is not uniform.

Khosravi and Kabir presented a handwritten Farsi digit database in [35]. It contains 102352
digits extracted from about 12000 registration forms filled by B.Sc. and senior high school
students. In 2007, Applied Media Analysis released a database called Arabic-Handwritten-1.0.
This database includes 5000 images, in which there are 200 documents of Arabic manuscripts,
notes, diagrams, poems, forms and Indian and Arabic numerals written by 25 writers. This
database is a commercial database.

El-Sherif and Abdelazeem [25] developed a database of Arabic numerals called ADBase.
ADBase is composed of 70,000 digits written by 700 writers. Each writer wrote each digit (0-9)
ten times. The database is partitioned into two sets: a training set consisting of 60,000 digits
samples and a test set of 10,000 digits samples. This database is the most comprehensive
database for Arabic handwritten digits.

Alamri et al. [8] produces a database for Arabic handwriting recognition. The database
contains 284 samples of Arabic dates written by 284 writers. It also contains 46800 isolated
digits, 13439 numerical strings, 21426 isolated letters, 11375 samples of 70 Arabic words and
1640 samples of special symbols dataset written by 328 writers.

Mahmoud [47] developed a database of Arabic (Indian) digits written by 44 writers. Each
writer wrote 48 samples of each digit resulting in a database of 21,120 samples. This database
is limited in the number of writers and does not include the natural variations of Arabic
handwritten digits.

Plamondon and Srihari [53] presented a database consisting of approximately 20,000 words
(10 writers have written 10 pages of text, each includes between 150 and 200 words). The
database is limited and not freely available.

Kherallah et al. [36] presents AHD/AUST, a database of Arabic handwritten words. The
database contains 12300 Arabic words written by 82 different writers. They produces a database
called the On/Off (LMCA) dual Arabic database. This database is used for both on-line and
off-line recognition and consists of letters, words and digits. The database has 30000 digits,
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100000 letters and 500 words by 55 writers. For each character and word, handwritten trajectory
is collected by recording the (x, y) co-ordinates for on-line recognition. Off-line procedure is
based on the collection of images of the handwritten trajectory.

Motivated from the IfN/ENIT database, Mozaffari et al. [49] produced a database called
IFN/Farsi. This database consists of 7271 binary images of 1080 Iranian province/city names
written by 600 writers. This database has the same limitations as IFN/ENIT.

Ziaratban et al. [65] presented a Farsi Handwritten Text database (FHT). This database
was created by filling 1000 forms by 250 writers. An average, each form contains 6.45 text lines.
In total, the database contains 106600 handwritten words. This is one of 40th recent attempt in
collecting large handwritten Arabic/Farsi text database. Although FHT is a Farsi text database,
it also utilized by researchers in Arabic text recognition.

Al-Muhtaseb et al. [13] presented an algorithm to produce a minimal Arabic text that
covers the different basic shapes of Arabic alphabet. They used several lexicons and Arabic
text to produce a minimal Arabic text, which can be used for collecting Arabic handwritten text
database. However, the minimal printed text produced by their algorithm is not natural and
thus may not reflect the natural way of writing by a person. Next, we presented the tabular
summary of the notable databases as discussed above with the details of the language and
number of writers in Table 1 available database for ACR.

Table 1. Presents commercial database for Arabic handwritten text recognition

Dataset Explanation #writers

IFN/ENIT 26,459 images of Tunisian cities names 411

Al-Isra 37,000 words, 2500 signatures, 10,000 digits,
500 sentences

500

Applied Media Analysis 5000 images, 200 documents -

AHDB 10,000 words, handwriting pages 100

Khedher et al. 48 pages of texts 48

Alamri et al. 46,800 digits, 21,426 letters, 13,439 numerical strings,
11,375 words, 1640 special symbols

328

IFN/Farsi 7,271 images of 1,080 Iranian province/city names 600

CENPARMI 3,000 checks -

FHT 106,600 words 250

Mahmoud 21,120 digits 44

CEDAR 20,000 word 10

IFHCDB 17,740 numerals and 52,380 characters -

ON/OFF LMCA 30.000 digits, 100000 letters and 500 word 55

ADBase/MADBase 70,000 digit 700

Khosravi et al. 102,352 Farisi digits 12000 forms
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3. Arabic Characters Recognition (ACR) Approaches
The ACR adopted and developed techniques are categorized according to its domains and
approaches. The domains include on line and off-line while in both the domains process is
accomplished with and without segmentation approach. The proper categorization is presented
in Figure 1 while in Figure 2 the general methodology for accomplishing the process of ACR.

Figure 1. Domains and Approaches of ACR

Figure 2. Arabic Character Recognition system general overview

3.1 Pre-processing
The Improvement in the preprocessing stage has significant impact on the efficiency and
reliabilityof the segmentation, feature extraction and classification processes [15, 26]. More
commonly, the OCR preprocessing stage composed of binarization, filtering, slant detection and
correction, smoothing, interpolation, thinning (Skelotonization) and base line detection. Not all
these listed operations are compulsory, but it depends on the working of OCR system.

Figure 3 shows the operations for the ACR preprocessing. It starts in off-line documents
or manuscripts analysis for ACR from binarization, followed by skeltonization, further slant
detection, and baseline detection. However, these are not hard fast rules, but it varies from
study to study according to their need. Some previous studies in the same domain are without
segmentation, they extract features and then did classification, these studies have no need to
detect slants and base lines.

Figure 3. Some frequently used pre-processing operations
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3.2 Online and Off-Line ACRs with Segmentation Approach
It is considered one of the most major problems in text recognition phases to segment a word to
characters [31]. Some systems do not use segmentation phase to segment the words of text image
into their graphemes or isolated recognizable characters [62]. However, approaches used in
segmentation suffer from many difficulties due to the cursive nature of Arabic. These difficulties
include: Misplaced segmentation in character overlapping, over segmentation (segmenting
one character into sub-parts), under segmentation as in the ligatures where two letters are
connected to each other in a way that they cannot be separated horizontally [54].

Segmentation in text images is considered as important and challenging issue in OCR
system especially in Arabic letters. It has direct significant effects on the following stages;
feature extraction and classification process [57, 61]. Many segmentation techniques have been
developed. However, Arabic text with its complex nature remain as an obstacle the researchers
are facing [61].

In Arabic text, characters recognition approaches are classified generally into two distinct
approaches: segmentation-free approach (Holistic Approach) and segmentation-based approach.
In the former, the entire word is recognized as a set of characters without prior segmentation in
the original word [23, 32]. In the same approach, the Arabic text is just segmented to words
without segmenting into the word’s graphemes [61]. In the later approach, a word or sub-word
is segmented into tokens. These tokens might be grapheme, set of graphemes and strokes [61].
The segmentation-based stage involves several steps: segmentation of lines, segmentation of
words/sub-words and segmentation to graphemes. This stage is considered as an important
stage because it has a direct impact on the identification rate of the whole recognition system
[5, 20].

3.2.1 Segmentation into Lines

Normally, the text image after scanning may have one or more paragraph, which consists of
several lines. These lines should be extracted by separating them from each other without
losing the text contents. There are many techniques used to accomplish this task, for instance,
horizontal projection, vertical projection [7, 53]

3.2.2 Segmentation into Words/sub-words

After segmenting the lines, the next important step is to segment the words and sub-words
from the lines separately. The gaps between the words/sub-words play an important role to
carry out this task. Furthermore, some Arabic characters cannot be joined with the subsequent
part in the same word as in the word ÈXA« which yields to produce sub-words after applying
this segmentation task. The existence of longer spaces separating between words than spaces
between sub-words can be helpful to distinguish between them. Hence, it is noted generally
in the handwriting of many writers that they leave more space among the words as compare
to characters [37].The distances among the words(connected components) is far better for
segmentation of words [11].
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3.2.3 Segmentation into characters/graphemes
This type of segmentation aims to segment words/sub-words into single characters or graphemes.
As described in [38], the critical points are determined between characters, i.e. the end points
and start points of each character are identified. However, Arabic character segmentation still
have many challenging issues, i.e. Arabic handwriting is considered as cursive nature makes
segmentation process of individual characters difficult [61] and [5] described various techniques
to be used for segmenting a word into characters:

• Segmentation based on Vertical Projection:
This technique considered the thickness of linking stroke and how the characters are
connected in the word, this connection should be less than the other linking strokes.
Furthermore, the technique the two-dimensional information in the text image will
be reduced into one dimensional. Many previous studies proposed goodapproaches for
vertical based segmentation [38, 52, 63] but still the process needs improvement in terms
of accuracy.

• Segmentation based on Contours:
This technique focuses on the contours to be traced for the word. It traces the outer part
of the contour of a word. Sari et al. [58] suggested an approach for the same purpose via
analyzing and morphological rules. First, the local minimum point in the lower part of
contour is searched. Next, the morphological rules are used for taking decision about the
point that it is the segmentation point or not? [45] proposed an algorithm that aims to
detect the local maxima and minima in the lower and upper contour respectively. These
detected points will mark then as intended boundaries for letters. A set of rules based
on cursive scripts are applied to the boundaries points to and eliminate the unrelated
boundary points. A comparison process between lower and upper boundaries points is
performed to minimize the overlaps in characters.

• Segmentation based on Skelotonization:
Thinning or skelotonization is a technique provides important information about the
orientation and shape of the character. Many approaches were developed in the literature
regarding how to extract the skeletons of the word? Al-Sadoun and Amin [16] proposed
an approach for word tracing in the text image to extract the skeleton and then scan from
right to left to find all critical points. Tellache et al. [59] applied skelotonization on the
word in order to detect all edge points, break-points, and end-points of the word.

• Segmentation Technique via Morphological Operators:
Closing operator followed by opening operator are adopted to segment the word into
character, more than one character or part of a character. The approach is followed by [48]
in implementation for segmentation of handwritten Arabic words. They further suppose
that by applying the opening operator they will get the vertical strokes at the start
and end of a character as singularities. Further, the input image is traced from right to
left to identify the regularities having required information to connect the subsequent
characters, i.e. to identify the segmentation points. After obtaining the regularities, they
are subtracted from the singularities of the input image to disconnect a character from
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a subsequent character. The problem of overlapping characters in Arabic text remains
challenging issue in Arabic character recognition, which needs improvement [61].

• Segmentation via ANNs:
Artificial Neural Networks are trained to classify the actual points suitable for
segmentation. Hamid and Haraty [30], developed a hybrid approach for segmentation of
characters from Arabic handwritten documents. Further, they divide their approach in
two main components. In the first component, they use a heuristic method to scan the
handwritten images of text to extract block of characters (BCs). For this purpose, they
utilize topographic features of subsequent block of characters to identify pre-segmentation
points. In the second component, they use ANN, to verify the extract validity [61].

3.3 Online and Off-Line ACRs Features Extraction Approaches (without segmenta-
tion)

Information that are obtained from the text image or word or even from a character
called features. Features can also be defined as any information come from pixels intensity,
mathematical properties in the shape of lines or curves and shape of data. The mentioned
information are significant to be extracted and passed to the recognizer for building models and
classification. Feature selection and extraction plays a fundamental role in pattern recognition
[22]. Therefore, selecting the appropriate features having information are extracted from text
images, and this is important job in Arabic character recognition. However, selecting the
important features among others is a challenging problem for the purpose to exclude irrelevant
and redundant features to use.

Typically, this selection can also decrease the complexity of the system which makes
processing time and recognition rate more efficient and accurate [28]. Features are also
important in the AOCR system. They have great impact on the classification stage [39]. This
phase is used to analyze an Arabic text after being segmentation of characters or directly in
holistic approaches, the segmented features or the combination of many segmented features of
text image will be used for the classification purposes so that to improve the overall recognition
rate [34, 66].

There are many methods used for Arabic text feature extraction which are categorized
generally into three main categories: Structural features, Statistical features, Global
Transformations. The structural features are based on text image physical appearance
including the loops, zigzags, intersection points, width, height, dots, number of crossing
points, curves, lines, junctions, word length, position and ascenders sequence described in
[2, 17, 27, 28, 33, 43, 66]. Statistical features are based on statistical methods and are considered
the fastest and efficient methods for feature extraction but are sensitive to noise.

The statistical methods used in Arabic text image for feature extraction include the following:
(1) Zoning, (2) Character loci, (3) Moments and Crossings [9, 19, 56]. The Global Transformation
methods work on the concept to shorten the text in order to obtain good features. The methods
used under this category for Arabic text features extraction include Vertical and Horizontal
projections, Hough transform, Gabor transform and coding [55, 60].
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3.3.1 Feature extraction of Characters
Al-Emami and Usher [10] described the different classes of four direction of the slope linking
between starting point and the points used in segmentation of Arabic character. Figure shows
these directions and slope. Continuous segments having the same direction class will be merged
all together to form one unit class.

Halavati et al. [29] defined a fuzzy feature set based on the ratio length of segment from
pattern of handwriting, and different shapes features are extracted from these segments.
The features are arc, lines, or loops.

3.4 Classification methods in On-line and Off-line ACRs
In character recognition systems, most of the researchers use ANN (Artificial Neural Networks)
in their research. ANN provides great fault tolerance than any another conventional classifiers;
because it have large number of connections in the network. In addition, its performance does
not impair in the network even when some of connections or/and nodes are damaged [56]. In
classification, it assigns some unknown feature to a predefined class for classification purpose.

Arabic recognition systems can identify the text in two approaches; either Global (Holistic) or
Analytic approach. The formal strategy can identify the whole words or sub words, and it does not
involve segmentation as well, besides it works only on limited number of vocabularies [6, 24, 57].
The analytic strategy identifies the segmented features, as well it requires segmentation, and
can be applied on unlimited vocabularies [44, 49]. Many classification methods have been
used in recognizing Arabic text as statistical techniques, template matching, neural networks,
syntactic techniques and Hidden Markov Model [18, 24, 57].

3.4.1 Classification Approaches
Support Vector Machine (SVM) with Radial Basis Function (RBF) as the kernel was used
in [4] for Arabic numeral recognition. Alaei et al. [3] experimented with SVM with linear,
Gaussian and polynomial kernels fore numeral recognition. The authors recounted that SVM
with Gaussian kernel can give the best combination. SVM is used for Arabic numeral recognition.
Angle, distance, horizontal, and vertical span features are used in [42]. Two stages with
extensive parameter estimation technique was used to predicate the best values for the (SVM)
parameters. A dataset of (44) writers with (48) samples for each digit, with total of (21120)
samples was used in (SVM) parameter prediction. Therefore, the dataset splitto (4) sub-sets:
(3) is used for the validation training and in turn, and the 4thused for the testing purpose. A
recognition accuracy achieved is 99.39% and is reported in [42].

In the other hand, neural networks were used for recognizing Arabic word in [6]. Ziaratban
et al. [64] utilized neural networks for numeral recognition. Firstly, they found out the average
of all images of all numerals then. Secondly, they extract (20) templates from those computed
average images. For extracting features, the templates are used for matching the numeral
images to find positions of the best matching. After that, they coordinate the best match and
the amount of matching used for features. Besides, Learning Vector Quantization (LVQ) neural
network was used in (Ali 2008) for recognizing Arabic handwritten characters.

The two-tier approach is also used, and it is presented in [1], in this work, they takes
the (PAWs) from Arabic text words as different alphabets. They divide the word’s recognition
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problem to two concurrent problems: (1) to find the best possible mapping words from PAWs
to words. (2) To find the best possible mapping from characters in (PAWs). Two NN-based
classifiers used in [1] to identify the (PAWs) in a word. Then beam-search used for finding the
best words which are matching. Results were stated on IFN/ENIT dataset with 11.06% word
error rate on set-d. Cheikh et al. [21] adopted the use of linguistic characteristics in Arabic
language for recognizing Arabic words. Their work is starting in partitioning the Arabic word,
in each word it should be partitioned to a prefix, suffix and a radical. Where is the radical to be
a derivation from a word root according to some scheme.

Cheikh et al. [21] used two transparent neural networks (TNN). In the first TNN network
is used to take a word then extract its root. While in the second TNN network was trained in
a way that to ignore the letter’s root, then to extract the scheme in the radical of the word’s
root. For a limited database of (2250) words in machine printed, the stated recognition rate
for the two networks were 91% and 76.5% for top-4 choices respectively. Multidimensional
recurrent neural networks (MDRN) and connectionist temporal classification for handwritten
word recognition utilized in Graveset al. in (2009).In their work a globally trained off-line
handwriting recognizer is introduced, which consider the raw pixel data as an input to the
network. They found 91.4% accuracy rate for set-f of IFN/ENIT database. Further, some latest
literature in both the domains is summarized along with the results description in Table 1.

4. Conclusion
In this paper, we are intended to highlights the gaps or limitation left by the previous researcher
and to concentrate more that today still more space is available in terms of accuracy and
efficiency in Arabic Character Recognition (ACR) systems. The limitations in both the domains
are highlighted, and the way is enlightened for the fresh researchers to guide them towards
the right path. The databases are also discussed in detail for the selection of a proper database
selection for the future.
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